Transformative ALE for inclusion, participation and sustainability

June 2022, Marrakech
Agenda
2:25 - 3:05 PM
Welcome - Dr Ehsanur Rahman, Dhaka Ahsania Mission (DAM)
Introduction and Agenda - Thea Soriano, ASPBAE
2.10 - 2:20 PM
Outcomes of the Asia Pacific Regional Preparatory Meeting for CONFINTEA VII
2:20 - 2:25 PM
Mentimeter on the Focus of the Spotlight Reports
2:25 - 3:05 PM
(Breakout Groups)
CSO Spotlight Report on ALE in Asia Pacific – 2022
(except Afghanistan)
CSO Spotlight Report for GRALE 5

- Good cases of CSO
- Provisioning of GCED
- Impact of the pandemic on ALE
- CSO participation
- Progress of ALE Policy
- Implementation and equity in ALE
- Progress of ALE Financing
- Progress of ALE policy development
- Country and education background and the role of ALE
Key Recommendations

TRANSFORMATIVE ALE TOWARDS INCLUSION, PARTICIPATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

- ALE to address different dimensions of marginalisation of adults, especially women
- Gender-just education and skills development
- Curricula co-designed with learners to ensure relevance and participation
- Intergenerational and family literacy
- Address systemic barriers to women’s literacy and ALE
- ALE for the future: not only for skills but to build social cohesion, civic participation, climate action and sustainability
- Integrating ALE as a foundation to the SDGs

TRANSFORMING EDUCATION SYSTEMS TO ENSURE THE RIGHT TO ALE

- Recognition of ALE through policy and financing
- Nationwide data systems on learners and ALE provisioning
- Capacity building of national and local governments on the importance of ALE, ALE policy development, financing and implementation
- Whole-of-government approach - effective cooperation and coordination among government agencies
- Ecosystem support for participation in ALE of learners, women from marginalised communities
- Pathways to learning through formal, non-formal and informal education
SHARING FROM REGIONS ON ALE

ASIA PACIFIC – DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION AND RESOURCE CENTER (JAPAN)

LATIN AMERICA – LATIN AMERICAN CAMPAIGN FOR THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION (CLADE)

ARAB CAMPAIGN ON EDUCATION FOR ALL (ACEA)